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Abstract 
The passive neutralization oscillations systems for high-rise construction are under consideration. Their advantages and 
disadvantages have been revealed. A roller oscillation neutralization system for high-rise constructions subject to seismic 
affecting is offered. The principle of its work is described and its advantages are estimated. A mathematical movement model for 
carrying and carried bodies is made. Low-frequency oscillation vibration protection systems under the influence of external 
harmonious impact are considered. Optimum adjustment parameters for a roller damper in the structure of the compensation 
system are defined. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The urgency of seismic protection of buildings and constructions is explained by constant presence of seismic 
activity in various areas of the Earth. For only the last decade there have been registered more than 4 thousand acts 
of nature. The passive and active systems of oscillation damping are applied for solving vibration protection 
problem. They are classified by the activity principle as: damping, adaptive, inertial (with oscillations damper), 
constructions regulating rigidity, and isolating ones. The last three groups can be referred to as the most effective 
and less cost price. Systems of active vibration protection are aimed to suppression of residual undesirable 
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oscillations of a building after working off the passive system. Therefore to form an active compensation system is 
possible only after studying the efficiency of the passive one 
This paper considers the isolating system of compensating oscillations of a high-rise building with kinematic 
relations. Similar systems have been offered by M.Viskordini and V.V.Nazin [1-4]. However application of systems 
with kinematic support is studied  insufficiently, especially if the horizontal effect with prepotent phase is more than 
1 s. In this case the building with kinematic support receives considerable displacement, at which there  occurs a 
stability loss of the entire construction and its full collapse.  
Some investigations of dynamic behaviour of mechanical systems constrained by kinematic relations, are 
presented in works [5-9]. 
2. Setting the problem 
The dynamic behavior of a three-mass system of absolutely solid bodies is considered: bearing body in mass ݉ଵ; 
The spherical rotating joint with roller mass ݉ଶ ; working body with mass ݉ଷ  under the influence of external 
kinematic excitation F(t). 
The carried body models a construction installed on column piles, each of which built in the form of a "glass". The 
bottom part of a pile is equipped by concave cycloidal concavities of radius r (see, fig. 1). Quantity of gettings is 
symmetrical by horizontal coordinates in order to save the pile's stability. The pile's weight and its loading is the mass of 
the carried body. The pile leans against spherical homogeneous hinges with the roller's mass ݉ଶ and radius r. 
As the pile glass is located in the soil layer so the stiffness and disspative soil characteristics are presented in 
parametres  11 yx CC  and  11 yx kk  accordingly. 
In addition impulse neutralizers with dissipation  33 yx kk  are installed between the pile and the glass. Any 
number of impulse neutralizers can be appllied, but not less than two from each side of a pile. 
The carried body movement represents the dynamics of the upper structure of a building which leans against the 
basement through the system of spherical balls. It models a construction or a building design oscillations of which 
we will be considered only according to the first form of the basic tone frequency. 
It models a construction or a building design, oscillations which we will consider only under the first form with 
frequency of the basic tone. The movement of the bearing body reflects the dynamic behavior of the base. 
The offered system of Oscillation Neutralization compensating  oscillations realises the principle of 
seismoisolation of a building from the base, with its being able to return to a starting position after a seismopush 
under the influence of the building’s body weight.  
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Fig. 1. The basic scheme of seismoprotective system: ɚ) the top view; ɛ) a side view.   
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Besides, the piles slippage concerning the base in two directions is provided. Restriction of relative displacement 
is carried out with the help of cycloidal concavities. 
The given system is well entered in a design of the pile base, it does not demand additional space, it is noiseless. 
Moisture, ice, and dust are not accumulated in cycloidal dredgings due to their upwards convex construction 
This factor is essential as the system is established in a hard-to-reach place of a construction. 
The purpose of the present work is a construction of dynamic model of Neutralization system with roller dampers 
and definition of optimum tuning parameters. 
3. Geometrical and kinematic relations 
Let's consider the plane OXZ. On fig. 2 arch KBN - a cycloid representing a working curve roller damper. Points 
A and B are points of tangenting of a roller and working curve KBN. 
Let's enter two generalised coordinates: ɯ1 is moving of the centre of the carried body mass;  
K is an angle of a deviation of a roller at changing the position of point B of the cotact of the roller and the bearing 
body getting. 
Co-ordinates of a vector of a normal are equal in the contact point of surfaces: 
)cos;0;(sin KK n
&
. 
The condition of a roller's movement on a working getting without slippage is the equality of linear speeds of the 
carried body surfaces and the roller in the contact point B: 
               nrjixvB
&&
&
& uK 1 , 
where Kሶ  - angular speed of a roller concerning the centre of its weight C2; 1x - the speed of a bearing body gained 
owing to a seismopush; r - roller radius; ji
&&
,  - unit vectors of co-ordinate axes. 
 
Projections of speed of a point B on the axis of coordinates at bearing weight movement to the right the following 
(fig. 2) 
KK KK sin,cos1  BzBx vrxv ; 
or at movement of the bearing weight to the left (fig. 3) 
KK KK sin,cos1  BzBx vrxv . 
As working body makes a translational motion, that a square of a point B speed, consequently and the centre of 
weights ɋ3, is equal 
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where KQQx ,1  - the generalised forces corresponding to generalised coordinates ɯ1ɢK. They include external 
influence, potential and dissipative components.  
 
 
Fig.2. 
Fig.3. 
 
As for a carried body the work is performed by: a gravity gmP 33  ; force of viscous resistance in the in a damper 
 133 xxk   ; for the spherical hinge - work of a frictional force in a roller   KP sign32 gmm , where P- coefficient of 
friction; in a bearing body - elastic work 11xC ; forces of viscous resistance in the a damper 11xk  and force of external 
harmonious excitation )(tF . 
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Let's establish frequency ɝZ  and period ɝT  of own fluctuations a roller damper. For this purpose we will fix the 
bearing body  0:1  x  and, having put 0,0  P Kn , from the second equation (1) it is received 
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Thus, frequency of fluctuations damper inversely is proportional to roller radius. 
4. Linearized model of object with roller system of the seismoisolation 
The equations (1) represent the system of nonlinear differential equations the study of which is inconvenient. 
Research of dynamic behavior of compensating system will be carried out with the help of linearized mathematical 
model.  
Let's consider plane OXZ. On fig. 4 arch KBN - a cycloid representing a working curve of the roller's damper. 
Arch of cycloid AB is divided into rectilinear sites with angle of inclination D. Then the angle turn of a roller K is 
equal to the relation of arch Ⱥȼ to roller radius r. We consider, that the angle D is constant on a corresponding site of 
a cycloid. Vector S approximately equal to cycloid arch Ⱥȼ on the module defines the change of weights center 
position of a working body. 
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Fig. 4. Kinematics of the compensating system. 
 
Let's enter two generalized coordinates: ɯ1 - moving of the weights center of a bearing body; S- moving of the 
weights center of a working body, and its projections on axis of coordinates and speeds are equal: 
D D D D sin,cos,sin,cos 11 SSSxSSSSxS zxzx  . 
Kinetic energy of three-mass system: 
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where 1T  and 3T  - kinetic energy of translational movement of a bearing and working bodies; 2T  - kinetic energy of 
rotary movement of a roller; yJ  - the moment of roller inertia accepted in the form of a homogeneous body of 
radius r. As 12 mm   and 3m  by kinetic energy of a roller it is neglected r. 
 
Expression for the generalized work looks like: 
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By Lagrange’s equating of the movement we obtain: 
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System (3) will be subjected to Laplas's transformation and transfer functions will be fulfilled: 
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x with oscillations damper the roller's 
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The varied damper parametre is the damping factor 3xn . For the numerical analysis we use parameters 
vibroprotection systems: frequency of the basic tone of oscillation of the working body 1 Zk Hz, frequency of 
seismoexcitation is close to frequency of the basic tone 9.0 Zv Hz, 3.01.01 y xn  (for a flexible construction and 
a construction raised in the sliding casing); F0=0.3ൊ0.5g (seismic impact by intensity 7ൊ9 balls). Maximum AFC 
(Amplitude-Frequency the Characteristic) constructions without damper A(Z)=5.025. 
The technique of defining parameters of damper adjustment is based on the fact that  ȺFC vibroprotection system 
with optimum adjusted parameters looks symmetric to frequency   2/21 ZZ Y  [10]. 
We find the fixed frequencies 1Z  and 2Z , at which the maximum ȺFC with damper is to obtain. From fig. 5 we 
define 5.01  Z Hz and 2.12  Z  Hz.  
  
Fig. 5. ȺFC of construction without damper A(Z) and with 
optimum parameters of roller's damper ),( 3xnAG Z . 
Fig. 6. Definition of factor damping optimum.
 
Further we define graphically a point of crossing of two graphs ),( 31 xnAG Z and ),( 32 xnAG Z , constructed at 
change 3xn . Value 3xn , at which this crossing takes place and defines optimum value of damping factor 2.03  xn , 
see. fig. 6.  
The amplitude-frequency characteristic of a construction without damper A(Z) and with optimum adjusted 
damper is showed on fig. 5. 
Amplitude-Frequency the Characteristic of construction without damper A(Z) and with optimum parameters 
damper is resulted on fig. 5. The maximum amplitude of construction oscillations with roller damper 
35.0),( 3  Z xnAG , that testifies the high effectiveness of compensation system. 
5. Conclusions 
The dynamic model of a roller compensation system developes a new method of vibroprotection of flexible 
constructions operating on basic oscillation frequency in the low-frequency range. 
The offered system is compact and effectively reduces the level of the maximum amplitudes of high-rise 
constructions compelled fluctuations in the specified frequency range. 
The received equations of compensation system movement have allowed to define equations AFC. On their basis 
the graphic method of roller vibrodamper optimum parameters definition is offered, which allows to adjust it on 
frequency and amplitude. 
The results of research obtained in this paper represent scientific and practical interest for experts in the field of 
fluctuations theory. They also can be used by developers of roller vibrodamper for decreasing compelled fluctuation 
level of various objects in a low-frequency range. 
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